Molecules of the cycling hair follicle--a tabulated review.
In this review we tabulated molecules which have been experimentally identified to be associated with, or play a role in, hair follicle growth. While compiling these data we were impressed by the fact that this field is only now beginning to be developed in terms of molecular analysis. Ironically, hair was used in some of the earliest molecular approaches to biologic structure (e.g. Astbury and Street, 1931), but the field did not develop from there. From our review we have come to the following conclusions. (1) As indicated by the growing number of reports dealing with follicle-associated molecules in the past 3 years, the field of hair biology has entered a new molecular era. (2) In many reported hair biology studies not enough emphasis has been placed on the fact that the follicle is a dynamic structure. All too often a study is limited to follicles of one particular phase of the cycle or one phase of development. Students in the field have to be more sensitive to the remarkable changes that this deceptively simple structure can undergo during its cycle. (3) Although we have not been able to find any molecules unique to the follicle, some of the structural molecules come close to an ideal tool. It is our impression that even more specific molecule tags will be found. Whether this requires a subtraction library approach or gene mapping of specific mutants is not yet clear. It would appear that the large, diverse family of intermediate filament-associated proteins will prove to be an excellent source of unique follicle-labeling molecules. (4) There is an acute need for molecules which distinguish the phases of the cycle, e.g. telogen from early anagen. Telogen is by far the most difficult phase to identify morphologically since the earliest phase of anagen and the latest phase of catagen may appear structurally like telogen. That these phases are functionally distinguishable must imply a molecular difference. As the number of recognized hair follicle-associated molecules and their interactions increase, it will be essential to assemble libraries of highly specific RNA and antibody probes for localization and mapping studies. We recognize that this review, as written, is imperfect. It is particularly deficient in making any effort towards identifying unifying principles of structure and function. We look forward to returning to this subject within 3 years.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)